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The chipmunk song chords
Skip to content Windows/macOS: Fender’s Riffstation can scan any audio file then help you learn how to play it on your guitar. Once a $35 purchase, it’s now free. The app scans songs and show you the chords used throughout, complete with finger placement guides. You can even specify capo placement, or switch between open and power chords.
It’s not perfect, but it’s a great way to start learning any song on your guitar. And there’s a lot more to unpack here. You can break down songs into smaller chunks, called riffs, and play them in slow motion loops, giving you time to figure out exactly how to play them. You can even isolate the rhythm from the lead guitar, allowing you to only hear one
or the other. Check it out: It’s a very powerful tool, and it’s free, so check it out. Thanks to Abhimanyu Ghoshal at The Next Web for pointing this out. How-To Geek is where you turn when you want experts to explain technology. Since we launched in 2006, our articles have been read more than 1 billion times. Want to know more? This famous
children's song is one traditionally used to teach kids their ABCs. Play the song below using a simple strumming pattern—try a basic four-strums-per-bar approach, using all downstrums. If you're having a problem with the G7 chord, a G major chord will substitute just fine Chords Used: C (x32010) | F (xx3211) | G7 (320001) | G (320003)
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GQ - R - S - T - U - VC F C GW - X - Y and ZC F
CNow I know my ABC'sF
C
G7
Cnext time won't you sing with me. A History of 'The Alphabet Song' According to Wikipedia, the song was copyrighted in 1835 by the American music publisher Charles
Bradlee under the title "The A.B.C". The melody of the song is based on a theme written by Mozart for his piano variations, "Ah, vous dirai-je, maman." You may recognize the tune—it's used in a number of other classic kid's songs, including: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star Baa, Baa Black Sheep Have you ever stopped for a moment to imagine just how
many songs, in total, have been written? Consider... many thousands of years of songwriting, countless millions of songwriters during that period... there must literally have been billions of songs penned. What aspiring songwriters need to do is stop and ask themselves this question: "What can I do to make my songs stand out from all the others?" In
this multi-segment feature, we'll try to go about answering that question. Most songs written in the last one hundred years can be loosely grouped into one of several categories; songs written around a chord progression, songs written around a melody, or songs written around a riff. Songs Written Around a Chord Progression - A favored method of
songwriting by musicians like Stevie Wonder, the concept of writing around a chord progression involves initially creating an interesting series of chords, and then basing the vocal melody on that chord progression. Songs Written Around a Melody - This is probably the most common method of songwriting for pop writers. The composer starts with a
vocal melody, and around that melody creates a chord progression and song arrangement. Songs Written Around a Riff - The emergence of the guitar as a "lead" instrument helped create this method of songwriting. These songs are born out of a guitar (or other type of instrumental) riff, after which a vocal melody (which often mimicks the guitar riff)
and chord progression are added. "Sunshine of Your Love" is a perfect example of a riff-based song. This week, in Part I of this feature, we'll examine songs written around a chord progression. To begin writing songs based on chord progressions, we first need to understand that each key has a series of chords that "belong" to it (referred to as a key's
"diatonic chords"). What follows is an explanation of how to find out which chords belong to which key. (Don't know how to play diminished chords? Here are some common diminished chord shapes.) The above is an example of the chords in the key of C major. We arrived at these chords by beginning with a C major scale, and using the notes from
that scale to create a series of chords that belong in the key of C major. If this flies way over your head, don't get stressed. It is NOT neccessary to fully understand the above in order to write a great song. Here is what you should try to bring away from the above: in every major key, there are seven different chords. The order of these chords are:
major, minor, minor, major, major, minor, and diminished. The order is the same for whichever major key you are in. the space between each of these chords is as follows: between chords 1&2: tone, 2&3: tone, 3&4: semitone, 4&5: tone, 5&6: tone, 6&7: tone, 7&1: semitone (now we're back to where we started). So, you'll need to memorize this: tone
tone semitone tone tone tone semitone, and major minor minor major major minor diminished. Now you know the order of chords in a major key, let's figure out the diatonic chords in the key of G major. To get the notes, start with the note G, then follow the tone tone semitone tone tone tone semitone rule. If this is tricky for you, start by finding the
note G on your sixth string. Count up two frets for a tone, and one fret for a semitone. Hopefully, you come up with the notes G A B C D E F# G. Now, just tack the chord types from our other memorized list above (major minor minor major major minor diminished) onto these note names, in order, and we come up with the chords in the key of G major.
They are: Gmajor, Aminor, Bminor, Cmajor, Dmajor, Eminor and F#diminished. Try using these rules to figure out the diatonic chords in a bunch of different keys. With this knowledge, you as a songwriter now have armed yourself with a powerful tool; a means of analyzing other people's songs, in order to dissect them, and use some of their
techniques in your own songwriting. Next, we'll analyze some great songs to find out what makes them tick. Now that we've learned what the diatonic chords in a major key are, we can use this information to analyze some popular songs, and try to figure out why they're so successful. We'll begin with an easy and very popular tune, Van Morrision's
"Brown Eyed Girl" (get tab from Musicnotes.com). Here are the chords for the intro and first part of the verse, which comprises a large part of the song: Gmaj - Cmaj - Gmaj - Dmaj By studying the above progression, we'll can surmise that the song is in the key of G major, and that the progression is I - IV - I - V in that key. These three chords, the I, IV,
and V chords (all of which are major), are by far the most widely used of all chords in pop, blues, rock, and country music. Songs like "Twist and Shout", "La Bamba", "Wild Thing", and many others use these three chords almost exclusively. With this in mind, we can conclude that it is not the chord progression that makes "Brown Eyed Girl" so special,
as these chords are used constantly in pop music. Rather, it is the melody, the lyrics, and the arrangement (which includes the song's very famous guitar riff) which make the tune so distinct. Now, let's look at a slightly more involved chord progression; the first part of the verse to Paul McCartney's "Here, There, and Everywhere" (get tab from
Musicnotes.com) from the classic Beatles' album Revolver: Gmaj - Amin - Bmin - Cmaj This song also happens to be in the key of G major, which we can establish by analyzing the chords. The above progression, when analyzed numerically, is: I - ii - iii - IV (which then repeats). After this part is repeated, the song continues: F#dim - Bmaj - F#dim Bmaj - Emin - Amin - Amin - Dmaj (Don't know how to play diminished chords? Here are some common diminished chord shapes.) Continuing to analzye in the key of G major, the above progression is vii - III - vii - III - vi - ii - ii - V. There is one pesky detail about this progression, though; in the key of G major, the third (iii) chord should be Bminor,
when, in this case, it's Bmajor. This is our first example of a songwriter's use of chords that fall outside of the major key that he/she started in. Exactly why the above progression works, and sounds good, is beyond the scope of this article, but it is important to note that many songs use chords other than just the seven chords in it's key. In fact, one of
the factors that makes a chord progression sound interesting is it's use of chords that don't directly belong to it's key. Lastly, let's have a look at two songs that have much more in common than you might at first think: Pachelbell's Canon in D Major Dmaj - Amaj - Bmin - F#min - Gmaj - Dmaj - Gmaj - Amaj Green Day's Basketcase Emaj - Bmaj - C#min
- G#min - Amaj - Emaj - Bmaj - Bmaj At first, you might think these two tunes couldn't be more different, right? The chords looks totally different. If you analyze each tune numerically, though, it paints a different picture. Here are the numerical progressions for each, Canon in D major being in the key of D major, and Basketcase being in the key of E
major: Canon in D Major I - V - vi - iii - IV - I - IV - V Basketcase I - V - vi - iii - IV - I - V - V The two songs are almost identical. Yet, they obviously don't sound anything alike. This is a great example of how different a chord progression can sound, when you alter the way in which it is played. I suggest doing what Green Day may, or may not have done
here; try taking the chord progresssion to the verse, or the chorus of a song you like, fiddle with a couple of the chords, change the key, change the "feel" of the tune, and write a new melody with different lyrics, and see if you can't come up with a completely new song. Chipmunks are as cute as can be, with their enchanting eyes, bushy tails, striped
backs, and chubby cheeks. You may have seen these tiny rodents darting around your yard or nearby woodlands. Or you may know them from Hollywood. Walt Disney introduced his animated chipmunk duo, Chip and Dale, in 1943, and 15 years later Ross Bagdasarian captured America’s heart with three chipmunk brothers — Alvin, Simon, Theodore
— singing their musical hit “The Chipmunk Song (Christmas Don’t Be Late).” But these pudgy-faced charmers are so much more than that. The following chipmunk trivia — touching on everything from their complex personalities and food habits to their social proclivities and living preferences — may just surprise you. Tiny doesn’t always mean
simple. At least that’s true of chipmunks in captivity. If their wild cousins require the same amount of snooze time, then all that zippy scampering you see outside has to get done during a nine-hour window each day. Weighing in at 1 to 5 ounces (28 to 142 grams), chipmunks are among the most diminutive members of the squirrel family. That means
these pocket-sized rodents are also related to woodchucks and prairie dogs, which share a branch on the squirrel family tree as well. The Siberian chipmunk occurs across central Russia, China, Korea, and northern Japan. Frank Vassen/Flickr/CC BY 2.0 There are 25 species of chipmunks, ranging mostly from Canada to Mexico across a variety of
stomping grounds from forests to deserts to suburban neighborhoods. Only one species, the Siberian chipmunk, makes its home outside North America, scampering over much of northern Asia as well as in Europe, where it was introduced via the pet trade in the 1960s. Chipmunks prefer to burrow in woodlands and other spots that provide adequate
camouflage. massmatt/Flickr/CC BY 2.0 While some chipmunks make nests in logs or bushes, most prefer to dig vast underground burrows. These hidden homes typically include a camouflaged entrance hole, tunnel systems that can stretch 10 to 30 feet (3 to 9 meters) long, food storage areas, and a nesting chamber (which is kept immaculately clean
and lined with leaves and other plant matter). A chipmunk surveys the surroundings near the base of Mount Hood in Oregon. waymoreawesomer/Getty Images Just about any carnivore bigger than one of these little critters is a potential threat. That includes owls, hawks, weasels, foxes, coyotes, raccoons, bobcats, lynxes, cats, dogs, snakes, and
sometimes even their own squirrel cousins. Chipmunks avoid becoming meals by being quick and nimble — and sticking close to home. These speedy escape artists remain ever-vigilant while out foraging for food, racing away at the first sign of danger down their burrow hole, into the brush, or even up a tree. An eastern chipmunk stuffs its cheek
pouches with food at Lambton Shores in Ontario, Canada. Brian Lasenby/Getty Images Chipmunks aren’t picky eaters and spend a lot of time searching for their next meal, including at bird feeders (as many annoyed homeowners can attest). These omnivores love nuts, berries, seeds, mushrooms, insects, frogs, lizards, baby birds, and bird eggs.
During late summer and fall, they begin carrying extra food back to their burrow in their ample cheek pouches (which can hold a stash three times the size of their head). This foraging also benefits the larger ecosystem — chipmunks spread seeds and important mycorrhizal fungi that live around tree roots, ensuring they thrive. Starting in late
October, some chipmunks fall into a deep sleep with a slowed heart rate and lower body temperature for extended periods until March or April. Unlike bears, though, chipmunks don’t bulk up their fat stores to sleep through the entire cold season. Instead they wake periodically to dip into their stockpile of nuts and seeds and even venture outside,
according to the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection. This baby chipmunk is about 10 days old. legna69/Getty Images Baby chipmunks (called kits, kittens, or pups) are born blind, hairless, and helpless. Imagine something that looks like a pink jelly bean. Pups develop quickly, though, and leave the nest by 4 to 6 weeks of
age to make their own way in the world. Despite their reputation for cuddly camaraderie in cartoons, real chipmunks don’t bear much resemblance to their fictional counterparts. In fact, they’re mostly solitary creatures — at least until breeding season arrives. Twice a year in spring and late summer, males (called bucks) and females (does) come
together to mate, then part ways again. Female chipmunks raise the pups, but don’t remain close to their offspring once they leave. No, they don’t sing like Alvin and his brothers, but chipmunks do have a sizable vocal repertoire, announcing everything from territorial claims to terror over nearby predators. Vocalizations include chips, chucks, and
trilling alarm calls. In fact, chipmunks are so talkative, and their high-pitched communications are so ubiquitous, many people mistake them for bird calls.
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